
How  prevents loss and improves employee efficiency 
with video intelligence

pressed

The Challenge

Pressed wanted to improve employee productivity, reduce 

losses at their stores and ensure adherence to health and 

safety protocols. 

The Result

Pressed was able to increase compliance to their 
internal SOPs, increase employee productivity, stop 
internal theft in real-time, improve customer 
experience and augment current training processes. 

Founded in 2010 with a belief that fundamental nutrition is the cornerstone of health and wellness, pressed is a byproduct of 
three friends realizing that access to quality nutrition is limited. Pressed has grown rapidly over the last decade and has over 
90 stores across the United States. Holding themselves to the highest standards and delivering exemplary services across 
their stores, pressed partnered with Wobot.ai to implement AI-powered checklists.

With these priorities in mind, pressed chose to work with Wobot.ai due to our easy plug-and-play onboarding system that 
adds video intelligence to your existing CCTV infrastructure without the need for additional hardware. 

Get real-time alerts and notifications when an incident 
occurs 


Get a more complete and integrated security solution 


Take more informed decisions with smart business insights 


Boost the productivity of their workforce and enhance 
customer experience


Reduce internal theft and losses 


Use the output from the platform to augment their internal 
training processes 

Manually overseeing compliance can increase operational 
costs, and leave room for human fallacies. Pressed was looking 
for a way to aggregate all their video feeds together to ensure 
100% visibility into daily store operations across multiple 
locations. 


The company was looking for solutions that could help them:

The Challenge

The deployment of Wobot.ai at pressed has enabled them to 


 – Get 360° visibility into store operations 


 - Over 10,000+ incidents in a month 


 - Risks related to health and safety, employee 
productivity, customer experience, and loss prevention.


Wobot.ai has made it possible for pressed to track trends 
across timelines, compare the performance across locations on 
various performance metrics, and helped them better manage 
store functions. The incidents detected by AI were used as 
feedback to enhance the existing training processes for the 
employees. 

Observe

Identify

Mitigate

The Result

Wobot.ai empowers companies to make better business decisions with path-breaking video intelligence 
that is cloud-based, feature-rich, easy-to-deploy, and scalable. Rapidly onboard your existing CCTV 
cameras onto the Wobot.ai platform and get access to actionable insights that can help enhance 
workplace safety & security, workforce productivity, augment current training processes, and accelerate 
the speed of service. 


Experience Wobot.ai for yourself. Click here to sign up for a free trial. 

About Wobot.ai

Loss Prevention

Cash till open but customer not present 

Customer Engagement 

Customer Wait Time Exceeded 

Hygiene

Headgear Not detected 

Apron not detected

Mopping detected

Kitchen Equipment Protocol

Freezer/fridge door left open

Wobot.ai onboarded the existing CCTV cameras onto its 
platform and helped them set up relevant AI tasks. The in-built 
workflow automation system raised tickets on detection of 
process deviations. The tickets raised had to be closed by a 
supervisor within a defined turnaround time (TAT). 


The incidents detected on their cameras include -

Employee Productivity

Employee Not Present for X Seconds 

Person Using Mobile Phone

Covid-19 Safety Protocols

Face mask not detected 

Social distancing violation detected
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